
Where to find Savings in
the Red Meat Chain

Even the most streamlined red meat chains involve a large number of

activities in order to convert a newly born animal into a range of

products delivered to consumers.  With such complexity involved,

inevitably the chain is not 100% efficient.

Inefficiency or waste is part of any supply chain.  For example, about

a quarter of the UK’s water supply is lost through leakage somewhere

in the system.  For red meat, the leakage is financial and drains the

sector’s profitability.

We use the term ‘waste’ in its broadest sense.  We define it as the

excess use of any resource beyond that strictly necessary to create and

deliver products demanded by consumers.  It applies to excess

materials, machines, land and labour.
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Total wastage in the red meat chain is extremely difficult to measure

because it stems from many different issues and spreads throughout

the diverse industry.

However, in our initial projects we have found waste through the

chain equivalent to at least 10% of selling price.  And these, we

believe, are relatively efficient chains. 

We  are  therefore  confident  that  financial  waste  in  the  red  meat  chain

amounts  to  at  least  10%.      If  this  figure  can  be  reduced,  then  the

money  saved  could  be  used  to  increase  profits,  reduce  prices  (and

increase  sales)  or  both.

Given that ‘every problem also represents an opportunity’, we view

this as encouraging.  It demonstrates the scope to reduce costs and

raise profits if we can find new ways to eliminate waste, in particular

by working better together.  

By combining observations drawn from Cardiff Business School’s

initial projects, with the comments of various industry experts, we

have compiled a ‘top ten list’ of supply chain improvement

opportunities for red meat.    

Ten Improvement Opportunities for Red Meat

1. Reduce product variability

2. Better manage the problem of carcase balance

3. Improve product quality

4. Streamline administration

5. Reduce handling and movement

6. Improve layout

7. Optimise the use of equipment and inputs

8. Reduce the number of physical faults

9. Improve staff productivity

10. Reduce damage and theft

These opportunities apply to the chain as a whole and across all red

meat species and products.  
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Of course these issues are not new to the industry.  Many solutions

have been tried and applied and many improvements have already

been made.  

Nonetheless, significant waste still exists and new solutions are

needed to maintain progress.  We contend that ‘Lean Thinking’ can

bring new momentum to these issues through the following

principles:

Treat red meat as a Value Chain 

Take a ‘consumer first’ attitude at all points in the chain

Work in partnership, sharing information and pooling expertise 

Systematically identify and eliminate the root causes of waste 

The top ten list is in a rough priority order for the red meat industry

and chain as a whole, although this is only an estimate and certainly

varies from business to business.  
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Where is Waste Commonly found in the Chain? 

Here we consider in more detail, where waste occurs in the chain or

to express this more positively, the opportunities to improve.  These

are grouped under our ten areas of opportunity and then divided by

farm, abattoir/processor, distribution and retailer.  

Of course, chains may also involve other participants including

agents, auctioneers, traders, wholesalers, caterers and small retailers.

We will include comments on these at a later stage, although some of

the points listed here under other sectors will already be relevant.

The  purpose  of  this  section  is  to  highlight  problems/opportunities

rather  than  offer  solutions.    Elsewhere  in  the  pack  we  provide

guidelines  and  case  studies  and  relate  these  solutions  to  our  top  ten

issues.    This  will  be  a  growing  collection  and  new  updates  for  the

pack  will  be  available  at  regular  intervals.  

In producing this list we do not mean to accuse the industry of

incompetence or complacency.  The modern red meat chain is

professional and sophisticated.  It exhibits some leading edge

practices, from which other sectors could learn.  And it is working

hard to make further improvements.

Rather the list reflects the sheer difficulty of efficiently converting

naturally variable raw materials (livestock) which take a long time to

reach maturity via a complicated production process into a whole

series of end products with a limited shelf life amidst fluctuating

consumer demand. 

Some of the issues listed are company specific and can be dealt with

internally.  Others are generic industry issues, best dealt with

collectively for example through industry bodies.  But many are inter

company or supply chain issues.  

Actions at one stage of the chain can inadvertently create waste for

others.  Interfaces are also the source of much waste.  That is why we

believe that a greater spirit of teamwork between parties in the chain

is now essential for the next phase of improvement. 
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In producing this section, we have estimated the extent of waste

where possible but this is not easy.  It varies greatly from business to

business.  Some of the problems are not accurately measured.  In

some cases, for some businesses, they may not occur at all.  But all of

the problems listed have been observed in our projects.        

You will probably be familiar with most of these issues and how they

affect your own sector.  However, you may be less familiar with their

impact on others in the chain and we hope that this brief analysis

gives you a broader understanding. 

So to return to the Ten Improvement Opportunities ….
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1. Reduce product variability 

Variability introduces considerable cost to the chain.  It can reduce the

price to farmers and the attractiveness of products to consumers.  For

abattoirs, variability makes automation more difficult and requires

equipment and effort to sort and grade.  

Reducing variability can save costs, improve returns and increase

consumer satisfaction and therefore sales. 

Livestock Farms • Livestock farmers must cope with three drivers of product variability: those caused by 1. geography
(e.g. climate, soil), 2. biology (e.g. genetics and disease) and 3. stock management (e.g. production
system, housing conditions, feed and husbandry).  It is therefore a complex problem to manage. 

• The long production cycle, particularly for beef cattle, provides an extra difficulty.  There can be a long
delay between making a change (e.g. to the feed regime) and seeing the results in the finished animal.  

• Each production system poses a different challenge.  It is more difficult to deliver standard products
from the more extensive systems in which animals have greater choice in exercise and food.  However,
these regimes offer other benefits beyond standardisation.      

• Nonetheless all livestock farms, whatever their production system and location, have scope to reduce
variability.     

• Variability creates a marketing challenge for farmers.  Some deal with this by selling through livestock
markets or to an agent/dealer.  This provides a solution but also adds an extra transaction to the chain. 
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Abattoir/

Processor

• Meat processors, like most factories, run most smoothly and efficiently when their inputs (carcases)
are consistent.  Variability requires sorting activity which requires extra manpower or more complex
machinery. It can also cause the frequent recalibration of machines and disrupts the rhythm of the
production line.

• Abattoirs therefore prefer all animals in each delivered batch to be as close as possible to the target
specification but in practice, there is often a wide variation. 

• A recent trend is for retailers (and particularly caterers) to ask for red meat to be supplied at a fixed
weight, to provide standard portions.  This is a particular challenge for meat processors and variations
in carcase can cause them the following problems:
- Give-aways in which the cut is over the standard size even though the processor receives no

return for the extra weight.

- Rejects when the cut is underweight.

- Wastage when lean meat is trimmed along with the fat in order to achieve the right weight and
size.

• Variability can also be the root cause of mistrust between farmers and processors because it prompts
the need for an authentication system of weight, carcase description and grade to determine price.  If
this is not perceived as accurate and independent, it can be a regular source of dispute. 

Shop • Retailers disappoint customers if their packs are uneven in shape and size because in most cases,
shoppers want everyone in the family to enjoy a similar product.
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2.  Better manage the problem of carcase balance 

Carcase balance is critical for processors and we explain it here for

those less familiar with the subject.

Profitability for the abattoir depends on revenue summed across all

cuts from the carcase.

Except in extreme circumstances, the market absorbs all the meat

produced, but at varying prices.  Achieving the optimum returns

from the various cuts is a complicated equation.  For example, a high

cost and quality animal might earn a premium for its prime cuts of

meat but only a standard price for the rest of the carcase, reducing

overall revenue.  The best returns are usually obtained for fresh

(rather than frozen) meat but given its limited life, fresh meat must be

sold quickly.

Although carcase balance is primarily a problem for processors, it also

has a knock-on effect to the prices paid to farmers.

In the short term, the problem is complicated by the difficulty of

forecasting sales, e.g. because the weather effects demand and by

customer marketing activities such as promotions.

In the medium term, the problem shifts with the seasons.  For

instance, summer is the peak time for steaks and chops whilst winter

is the peak for roasts and casseroles.

In the long term, consumption trends are magnifying the problem as

demand increases for the prime cuts of meat by comparison with the

rest.  
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Livestock Farms • Farmers influence the shape of the carcase and therefore the relative size of each part, through their
breeding regimes.  However for them to assist processors by adapting breeds in response to changing
consumer demands requires good information exchange and this is often missing.

Abattoir/

Processor

• Processors employ both people and information technology to keep track of carcase balance and to
find markets for the ‘leftover’ parts of the animal.

• Particular problems arise from:
- Retail promotions that cause a surge in demand for a single cut.

- Export restrictions that close off potential markets for the lower value cuts. 

- Ripple effects from one section of the market to another, e.g. when a competitor is selling off a
major surplus. 

The constant challenge therefore is to develop new methods of

managing carcase balance to improve total revenue per animal.  
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3.  Improve product quality 

Quality is subjective and depends ultimately on consumer

perceptions.  It is a complicated equation that reflects a variety of

attributes including taste, texture, shape, colour and aroma.  For more

information, see the section ‘What does Value in Red Meat mean to

Consumers?’

Different consumers express different preferences and these also vary

on different occasions.  The result is a series of differentiated markets

for red meat. 

Each market has its own requirements.  Success therefore, is not just

about reaching the highest quality standard possible but also about

achieving the target standard every time.  Given the inherent

variability of producing beef, this is not easy.    

Quality and safety inspection is necessary at various stages of the red

meat chain.  Inspection costs occur both for legal (food safety) and

commercial (quality control) reasons and have increased in recent

years.

Every time an animal or meat product is rejected, the animal or its

meat is either discarded or downgraded to a lower price.  A further

cause of rejection is sub-standard packaging.
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Various types of quality problem have been observed in the chains

studied by Cardiff Business School, for example:

Where an animal does not achieve its target specification or
grade.

Where an animal is mis-graded or where this is open to dispute.

Where the grading system is insufficiently precise to reflect
consumer perceptions of quality and therefore market signals are
not sent through to producers. 

Where a problem arises that effects quality after grading, i.e.
during processing, distribution or retailing.

Where a problem is not detected and results in a dissatisfied
consumer and potentially a complaint.

The sooner that an issue is detected and resolved the lower the cost.

If a quality problem is undetected and the faulty product continues

through the chain, then the cost begins to multiply. 

According  to  AV  Feigenbaum,  in  his  book  ‘Total  Quality  Control’,  as

a  rule  of  thumb,  for  each  stage  in  the  chain  that  a  quality  problem

remains  undetected,  the  cost  of  the  fault  increases  ten-ffold!  

Raising quality and improving quality control can therefore increase

sales value and volume and reduce rejection and rework costs.

Livestock Farms • Producing animals to the specification required by the market is a constant challenge.  At present only
around 50% of animals classified by MLC meet the target specification.  Many farmers do not receive
the feedback they need from their abattoir to improve performance.

• A poor diet regime can adversely affect eating quality.
• Some animals do not reach the standard of being fit for the food chain, e.g. owing to sickness.

Abattoir/

Processor

• Processors inspect carefully for quality throughout their plant.  For products that fall outside of the
regular customer’s specification, other, usually lower price markets need to be found.

• Quality depends on the ‘raw material’ supplied by the farmer but is also affected by the abattoir, e.g.
through its lairage, dressing, cutting, hanging, chilling, maturation, gas flushing and packing
activities.  Problems in any of these areas can cause quality faults.

• If major faults are missed and only picked up by the retailer or consumer, then the processor is
normally forced to bear the costs of handling the complaint. 

Distribution • Fresh red meat needs to be chilled throughout the chain and if there are any major temperature control
faults, all of the product involved must be discarded.  Smaller temperature problems can affect the
colour and saleability of the meat. 

• Temperature control is a particular challenge for home deliveries.

Shop • Shoppers make a quality check of products in-store.  Unappetising products may be left unsold and
must be disposed of.

• If below-par products do reach the home they are likely to cause dissatisfaction.  Disappointed
consumers may shop elsewhere next time or buy less of the product in future.
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4.  Streamline administration 

No business can operate without paperwork and yet administration

adds little or no value to the product in the consumer’s eyes.  So of

course the less time needed to complete administrative tasks the

better.

One of the great challenges for any supply chain is to eliminate all

administrative mistakes.  These are often the root cause of physical

errors.  Problems particularly arise around boundaries, between

departments and especially between companies where there is so

much scope for miscommunication and misunderstanding.  Examples

include order, invoice, delivery note, technical information and

weighing errors. 

The more times that information is handled and manipulated by

different people, the more likely are errors - the ‘Chinese whisper’

effect.  A classic example of this is known as ‘demand amplification’.

This occurs when small changes in consumer demand are

progressively amplified or exaggerated as orders are passed from one

company to the next along a supply chain. 

One good test of administrative systems is the amount of inventory in

the chain.  If communication is poor and errors are common, then

companies keep high levels of stock to keep as a buffer against

problems.

The “Stepping off the Roller Coaster of Demand” section deals with

this in more detail.

Streamlining and error-proofing administration can therefore

substantially reduce costs.
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Livestock Farms • Livestock farmers wrestle with an increasing amount of administration and the information demands
upon them are often not joined up.  Any mistakes in completing official forms can be very damaging
to their cash flow.

• The wrong planning and marketing decisions (which stock to sell at which time to which market) can
make a big difference to farm income. 

Abattoir/

Processor

• Similar to farmers, abattoirs have an increasing administrative burden e.g. to meet safety
requirements.

• Good planning is essential to the efficient running of an abattoir.  If the supply of animals is available,
equipment is running smoothly, the full complement of staff is on site and the customer order list is
fixed, then planning is reasonably simple.  However, whenever a problem occurs in any of these areas,
planning becomes a major challenge.

• In particular, last minute changes to orders from the customer can be very costly.  Processors may need
to keep spare people on standby, to cope with late changes. 

Distribution • Even though fresh meat has a short life, inventory can accumulate between the processor and retailer.
In our observation, five days worth of stock is not unusual. 

• Today’s supply chain is increasingly information driven and large volumes of data flow automatically,
particularly between retailers and their suppliers.  However, as with any information system, data
accuracy is critical and 100% accuracy is extremely difficult to achieve.  Data errors can result in
physical problems such as the wrong quantity of the wrong products arriving in the wrong place at
the wrong time.

• If products are over-ordered, they cause a stockpile and may need to be heavily discounted to clear
the stock.

Shop • A critical challenge at shop level is to keep exactly the right quantity in stock.  Too little stock results
in gaps on shelf and disappointed customers.  Too much creates a surplus that must be marked down
in price or even discarded.

• Problems of shortage or surplus can arise from inaccurate sales forecasts or from problems at any
stage of the supply chain.

• Forecasting is particularly difficult for products such as red meat that are affected by the weather for
sales.  Forecasts are often changed at short notice, causing a problem for suppliers who may need to
provide large quantities at very short notice.

• Special promotions (e.g. ‘buy one – get one free’) are the most difficult to forecast accurately.
Competitor promotions also have a major effect on sales.  

• One source of error is scanning at the till.  If a product has an incorrect barcode or is not scanned
correctly then the retailer’s stock records become inaccurate and the wrong product is re-ordered.  
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5.  Reduce handling and movement

Each time an animal or product is handled or moved, it adds cost but

does not always add value.  It can also impair quality.  One of the

most difficult challenges of supply chain management in any industry

is to minimise handling and movement and this is particularly true

for red meat in which production (farming) is so widely dispersed.    

Reducing handling and movement can save costs both directly

(through cheaper distribution) and indirectly (by reducing quality

problems).  

Livestock Farms • Trading of animals plays a role in the smooth running of the market. There are good reasons why some
farmers outsource the marketing of their livestock to others. There are also good reasons, relating to
land and climate, why some farmers start the process of rearing animals whilst others take over to
finish the job.  

• However, each transaction does introduce further handling and distribution costs.  It can also raise
exposure to disease.  Data from Defra shows that cattle for slaughter, on average, move 5 times while
sheep for slaughter may move 2 to 4 times during their lifetime. Breeding sheep can move 8 to 10 times
during their lifetime.

• The distance to travel from farm to market or abattoir is often considerable and has grown as a result
of consolidation.

• Various problems can arise when transporting animals, including at the loading and unloading stages.

Abattoir/

Processor

• The abattoir section of most meat processing plants operates as a flow line in which product is
immediately passed from one work station to the next minimising handling and movement.
However, later in the process there are various ways in which flow can be disrupted including:
- Re-sorting and re-sequencing of carcases.

- Complex conveyor layouts in boning halls that result in extra handling.

- Packing lines interrupted by equipment breakdowns, low running speeds or defective sealing.

• Extra distribution cost arises if the slaughtering and processing plants are split over more than one
site, particularly if they are far apart.
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Distribution • Distribution accounts for 12-15% of total costs in most food chains. Total mileage throughout a
complete chain such as red meat can be considerable.  

• On a micro scale - within each warehouse, products may be handled several times as they are
unloaded, repackaged, put on to and taken off storage racks and loaded on to vehicles.  

• Increasingly, transit packaging is needed between each point of the chain beyond the abattoir.  For
example vacuum packing between cutting and manufacturing plants.  

• For transporting products to shops, products are typically packed in cases and then loaded on to
pallets.  These might be shrink-wrapped for protection.  All of these materials and activities add cost.

Shop • In-store handling is labour intensive and there can be several steps between unloading a delivery
vehicle and placing products on shelf.  Tesco calculated that the last 50 yards from delivery vehicle to
shelf accounted for 48% of its distribution costs and this is probably typical of most retailers.  Cost
adding activities can include:
- Checking the paperwork

- Removing shrink wrap

- Taking to a back room store 

- Moving to shelf

- Unloading the case

- Returning or disposing of the case 
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6.  Improve layout

Even when staff and equipment are working constantly they may not

be entirely productive.  Less than ideal layouts can cause people,

products and vehicles to waste time moving unnecessarily.  Inefficient

layout is a constant time-stealer that can add up to a great amount of

wasted effort during the course of a year.  Without anyone fully

realising it, inefficiencies can become regarded as the norm.  

Re-laying out can improve both staff and equipment productivity and

thereby reduce costs and increase capacity.    

Livestock Farms • The wrong farm layout can result in extra stock handling.  Road networks, historical inheritances,
tenancy agreements or impositions from planning authorities can adversely affect farm layout.    

• Some farm buildings that have been converted, e.g. for mechanisation, may be less efficient than those
purpose built.

Abattoir/

Processor

• Factories that have evolved over many years often have layout problems because new elements have
been ‘bolted on’ wherever space is available.   

• Conveyors can be a source of waste.  They can occupy a great deal of space and when they break
down, a large proportion of the plant can be disrupted. 

Distribution • As with a factory, warehouses and distribution networks can grow in an ad hoc way. The wrong
layout reduces productivity in the warehouse as staff and forklift trucks make longer journeys than
necessary. 

Shop • An unhelpful store layout can increase the average shopping time for customers.  The same applies to
each individual counter.  A poor layout can create the following problems for shoppers:
- Taking a long time to find products.

- Not finding the products at all (and so the shop loses a sale).

- Taking a long time to select products because the display does not help to make comparisons. 
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7.  Optimise the use of equipment and inputs

Under-investment can push up costs elsewhere in the business, for

example through low staff productivity.  Bottlenecks can constrain

output and reduce the return on other equipment.  

However, over-investment in capital is another potential source of

waste, for example through equipment that is ‘over-specified’ for the

business needs.  It can also be inefficient to over-utilise an asset, when

it is not really required.  For example, inventory might expand to fill

the space available in a warehouse.  

For farmers, under-use of inputs reduces the rate of livestock growth

whereas over-use results in excessive costs that are not justified by

higher outputs.

Optimising the use of land, equipment and inputs therefore makes a

big difference to the business bottom line. 

Livestock Farms • Over-investment can include owning equipment that is used only rarely instead of sub-contracting or
joining a machinery pool.  

• Under-investment can include postponing the renewal of equipment but paying for this through low
productivity and high repair bills.

• For livestock farmers, the over-or under-use of inputs might include:
- Feed specification and diet formulation
- Animal health products
- Forage
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Abattoir/

Processor

• Machines in a factory can become idle for various reasons:
- No orders to work on (lack of sales).

- No animals or packaging available to work on (supply problem).

- Machine broken down or running too slowly.

- No qualified staff available to operate the equipment.

- Equipment taken down for routine maintenance.

- Bottleneck elsewhere in the plant.

• Most processing plants have bottlenecks that constrain output, e.g. holding chillers, boning or cutting
facilities.  Seasonality and weekly cycles can result in different bottlenecks arising at different times.  

Distribution • Distribution assets can be under-utilised owing to:
- Vehicles not fully loaded.

- Delays in loading vehicles.

- Long journey times because of delays or bad route planning. 

- Delays at the destination.

- Problems in unloading, e.g. because of incorrect paperwork.

- Empty vehicle on the return journey.

- Vehicles sitting idle.

- Poor fuel consumption.

• There are many root causes behind these problems, for example:
- Pack sizes vary and do not always fit neatly into a crate for transportation.

- Traffic problems are unpredictable and cause delays.

- Vehicles are assigned delivery slots at the retailer’s warehouse.  If they miss that slot, it can be a
long wait before they can be attended to and unloaded.  

Shop • Prime retail space is expensive and so empty shelves are a waste of this asset.   
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8.  Reduce the number of physical faults

Administrative errors were listed above.  Physical faults are another

source of waste, especially if they are regular and systematic.

Reducing physical faults is therefore another substantial opportunity

to cut costs.

Livestock Farms • On livestock farms physical faults might include:
- Breakdown of machinery.
- Preventable diseases.
- Feed ration errors.
- Ineffective breeding stock.

Abattoir/

Processor

• Machine faults are a problem for any manufacturing process.  In a food plant, machines operate at a
high speed and come under heavy mechanical stress triggering problems.  For example, a 2% fault rate
is common for vacuum packing machines and so these products must be inspected, repacked or
discarded.

• Trimming of fat is not 100% accurate and so some lean meat is accidentally trimmed and discarded.
• Meat can also be under trimmed in the boning hall, requiring a second trim in the packing section.

Distribution • A common warehousing problem is the placing or collection of products from the wrong place.  This
is called a ‘mis-pick’ and causes delivery of the wrong products to stores.

• Errors may also occur with stock rotation.  This occurs if products with short shelf life are left in stock. 

Shop • Similar problems to the warehouse can arise in a shop’s backroom storage.  Stock rotation is a
particular problem in store because many shoppers pick from the back of shelf to take the freshest
available product.

• Other potential faults in store include:
- Displaying products incorrectly, e.g. in the wrong shelf position.

- Failing to notice that a shelf is empty and so missing the opportunity to restock from the
backroom store.
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9.  Improve staff productivity

People are a critical and expensive resource in any chain and it is a

constant challenge to keep them fully productive.

Raising staff productivity reduces costs and can increase output.

Livestock Farms • Most farms now operate with very few people.  The lack of availability of skilled stockmen is a
particular concern.  All the more important then to ensure that time is always spent productively on
value adding activities. 

• Seasonality of workload can result in peaks and troughs.  It is difficult to achieve the right balance of
fully employed/temporary/contract labour.

Abattoir/

Processor

• Abattoirs and meat processing plants operate like many other factories as a production line.  Starting
with a whole carcase at one end and finishing with a series of packed meat products at the other, there
is a series of cutting, trimming, cleaning, packing and inspection stages.  The plant aims to keep a
steady flow with every stage working at the same speed.  

• To achieve this there must be a ‘pace setting’ process on the line to ensure a constant cycle time (for
example, one animal every 60 seconds).  Furthermore, the line should be balanced, in which the task
of every operator takes the length of the cycle time.  If the line is out of balance then everyone is
reduced to the pace of the slowest operator.

• Staff recruitment and retention is a particular challenge for the sector and a shortage of staff can
constrain output.

• Particular problems arise if staff are not multi-skilled.  So for example, if one operator is absent then
the substitute may be less effective. 

• A major cost for processors can be the need to keep spare capacity (both equipment and people) to
cope with very short notice requests from customers.  

Distribution • Staff scheduling is an important part of running an efficient warehouse and vehicle fleet.  Ineffective
scheduling results in low staff productivity.

Shop • Staff scheduling is one of the store manager’s main tasks.  It is a constant challenge to deploy staff to
prevent queues at the checkouts.

• However, this must be balanced by the need to keep the shelves full and if staff are not available for
this task, sales are lost.      
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10.  Reduce damage & theft

Some products are never sold because they are lost, damaged or

stolen.  Retailers and manufacturers refer to this as “shrinkage”.

Reducing damage and theft has a very direct impact on the bottom

line.

Livestock Farms • There is a whole host of relatively minor problems relating to damage or theft at farm level ranging
from criminal activity through to storm damage and casualty livestock.

Abattoir/

Processor

• Poor slaughtering and dressing procedures can result in damage and downgrading of products,
particularly with inexperienced staff.

• Dropping products in processing plants, particularly on to the floor, is another form of wastage.
• An ECR Europe study found that stock loss for all food & grocery manufacturers averaged 0.6%

Distribution • Every time a product is handled, there is an opportunity for damage, especially to the packaging.  An
American study by GMA found that 0.6% of all products supplied by manufacturers was rejected as
damaged by retailers.

• Theft is also a problem in warehouses. 

Shop • The ECR Europe study found that stock loss for retailers averaged 1.75% for all products.  Of this, 37%
was caused by shoplifting, 24% by staff theft, 12% by supplier fraud and 24% by process failures.

• A further proportion of products is damaged in-store, either by staff or by customers.  The GMA
American study found that an average of 1% of all products on-shelf is unsaleable.         
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Improvement Checklist

On the next page we offer you two pro-formas to help your business

to assess opportunities across the ten improvement areas.  We suggest

it be used as follows:

1. In the Waste Checklist, identify major costs to your business

stemming from each of the ten issues.  You may need to collect

some new measurements to do this accurately.  

2. Prioritise by selecting your five most expensive problems.

Transfer these to the Priority Problem List.

3. For each of the priority problems, identify the root cause.  Make

sure you trace the problem back to its true root, perhaps by using

the ‘several whys’ technique.  This is where you repeatedly ask

why a problem occurs, to remove each ‘layer of the onion’ until

you reach the heart of the matter.  In many cases you will find that

the root cause lies outside of your own business.

4. You will be left with a list of top priority issues that should

become the focus of your improvement strategy. 

You can tackle this exercise at varying levels of detail, from a quick

and simple assessment to a very thorough survey. 

The exercise is just the first stage of improvement – identifying your

priority problems.  Of course you will then need to move on and

develop solutions. 

Elsewhere in the pack we provide guidelines and case studies to

suggest possible solutions.  This will be a growing collection as we

develop our ideas, test our recommendations and identify further

examples of best practice.  
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Waste Checklist

Waste in your Business

Product Variability

Carcase Balance

Product Quality

Administration

Handling and Movement

Layout

Land, Equipment and Inputs

Physical Faults

Staff

Damage and Theft
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Priority Problem List

Problem Cost Root Cause

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.




